Climbing Centre Consent Form
By signing this form, I acknowledge that climbing is a dangerous activity and could result in injury or even death. I confirm that Revolution
Climbing Centre’s staff has advised me on all aspects of safety relevant to this centre. I shall not hold the proprietors or the employees of
Revolution Climbing Centre responsible for any loss, accidents or damage whilst on these premises unless the management or staff prove to
have been negligent. I fully understand that the crash mats provided will not prevent me from injuring myself should I land awkwardly. I have
also read and understood the Climbing Centre rules/safety signs and hereby agree that by signing below, I agree with the above and thereby
allow my child or ward to use these facilities under the conditions described here.

Do not use Revolution climbing facilities if you are unwilling to accept these risks!
Please complete this form clearly using BLOCK CAPITALS. If under 16 the form is to be signed by a parent or guardian
Name
Date of Birth
Address

Telephone Number
Emergency Telephone Number
E-Mail

Relevant Medical Info (allergies
etc)
Sign
Print
Date

The British Mountaineering Council issues this following statement: “Climbing is an activity with a risk of personal injury or death. You
should be aware of this, accept these risks and be responsible for your own actions and involvement.”

Conditions of Registration
Once you have read the Rules and Regulations of the climbing centre, you must answer the following questions by writing either “YES” or
“NO” in the box provided. Only climbers who give satisfactory answers to the questions will be registered and allowed to climb unsupervised.
Registration of £5.00 is a one-off lifetime fee that must be paid if the user intends to use the facility under the supervision of an Instructor whilst being taught or
after proving to an instructor a level of competency that enables them to climb unsupervised.
£5.00 Registration Paid

Instructor Signature

Date

Registration Number

Competence Test Syllabus

Please write
Yes/No

Change of
answer?
Yes/No

Signature & Date

Staff Use Only

Can you put on a climbing harness
correctly?
Can you attach the climbing rope to your
harness with a suitable knot?
Can you use a belay device to secure a
falling climber and lower a climber safely?
Do you require instruction in any of the
above three techniques?
Do you understand that failure to exercise
due care could result in your injury or death?
Do you have any questions regarding the
application of the Rules and Regulations?
Do you agree to abide by the Rules of the
climbing centre?
Are you able to correctly and safely lead
climb and belay a leader?
Passing this test shows an ability to demonstrate correctly, the skills above at the time of taking the test. It is the responsibility of the
User/Parent/Guardian and Child/Ward to ensure continued ability to practice these skills when using the centre. The management reserves the right to
refuse continued use if that person does not act in a safe and responsible manner in accordance with the climbing centre guidelines.

